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YAHWEH LEADS IT:
It is so clear that you will not have a church outlet to call your own covering. What outlet
can train you? What outlet can give you guidance as to how big the outlets have to be?
You will no longer converse with others to gain seeing ways about Our—Yahweh’s—great
work. It’s a great work. And I will cause you strain if I give you a deeper way of seeing
how big it will be.
What about that church you saw online? What are your thoughts about that way? They
like a vast info planning way, but where does it go past the teaching? Are you able to
feel God when you view that detail? Is just giving out details a plan, or should there also
be real demonstrations?
I noticed a lot of parenting with the group, but is it more than a parent-worker/child plan?
Are those who gather able to take in spiritual traits that are displaying more than a list of
things to learn? What was missing in that group? What was missing? Confidence in having
a full aware way that you do not need to make everyone your friend. They need to learn
to stand even when no one embraces their way.
They need to embrace their way—full strength—but not with a defensive plan. Instead
of listing details, give options on how those ways will benefit their way in outside
endeavors. There needs to be a way that the Word is given with an element in how to
give Kingdom living into each person’s way. This is the main reason people flock to movies
and read books: they seek a joining with them in how they too can attain real purpose.
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It will be dead when there is still a way of pain and wounded dealings with a desperate
need to give a “please listen” way without confidence in what is given. Seersgate is to
share Kingdom ways with giving the people their way to deal with Kingdom living that
will yield the power from Yahweh to build up Yahweh’s great will.
If you were asked, “What would Yahweh say to us?” It’s clear: preach the Word while
giving ways to have the listener implement it. If they learn the outlets to give out what
they hear, then they will look at what they learn as more than just someone telling them
what sounds better.
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